Inhibition of intrinsic gap-junction intercellular communication and enhancement of tumorigenicity of the rat bladder carcinoma cell line BC31 by a dominant-negative connexin 43 mutant.
The tumor-suppressive property of the connexin gap-junction proteins was postulated from the fact that their function of cell coupling is impaired in most cancer cells. However, in conflict with this notion, certain cancer cells are able to communicate through gap junctions despite their malignancy. To explain this phenomenon, we studied by using a dominant-negative strategy the effect on tumorigenicity of loss of intrinsic gap-junction intercellular communication (GJIC) in the rat bladder carcinoma cell line BC31, which shows both expression of connexin 43 (Cx43) and intercellular communication. In cells transfected with a mutant Cx43 with seven residues deleted from the internal loop at positions 130-136 (Cx43delta), transport of the resulting connexin protein to the plasma membrane occurred normally, but the GJIC of the cells was effectively abolished at the level of permeability of established gap junctions. Dominant-negative inhibition of GJIC by Cx43delta accelerated growth of BC31 cells in nude mice. In contrast, when GJIC in BC31 cells was artificially enforced by transfection of wild-type Cx43, the cells lost the capacity to grow in vivo. Decreased phosphorylation of Cx43delta suggested close interaction of the internal loop of connexin with its commonly phosphorylated domains in the C-terminal tail and involvement of this interaction in gap-junction permeability. Therefore, we conclude that the intrinsic GJIC observed in cancer cells should be considered a tumor-suppressor factor and that its level may influence malignant growth capacity.